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President’s Report to UK Council 

1. Key Activities in the Period 

Primary activity was the collation and then issue of 2016 Operations Plan, and a minor 

refresh of the INCOSE UK Strategy (pending the major refresh that Ivan Mactaggart will produce for 

2017, utilising the results of the strategy day). These were signed off and issued on 13th April at the 

Joint meeting. I changed the structure of the plan to separate more long term / strategic activities 

from the “routine” activities that still must be planned and completed. 

13th April 2016 – INCOSE UK Council / UKAB joint meeting.  Successful meeting (including formal vote 

by the UKAB – first vote I can remember in my time at INCOSE UK!).  

4th May 2016 – Represented INCOSE UK at meeting with the Design Society to discuss development 

of a research strategy on matters of mutual interest.  The Design society are predominantly 

academic.  Whilst having interests in the Design field outside INCOSE mainstream there is a 

significant area of mutual interest.  There will be follow-up discussions – led by Academic Director – 

Duncan Kemp 

In late May / Early June I have been engaged with the Royal Academy of Engineering – looking at 

how INCOSE UK can support their investigation into “Thinking in Systems: quality improvement in 

health and social care”.  Whilst disucssions are at early stage, this is opportunity to both promote 

Systems Engineering, engage in the Health domain beyond merely “Healthcare products”, and to get 

a postivie interaction with the RAEng. 

I am delighted to report that the UK chapter has been awarded a Platinum award for our 

performance in 2015.  This is an acknowledgement of the work we all do, and so my thanks to all.  

For the 2016 awards they have made some (remarkably annoying, and trivial) changes to the 

criteria.  This involves requiring the chapter officer training to be done early in the year (Late 

November, when we have new officers won’t work).  I believe our discussion on the chapter 

Enterprise Architecture and how we run the chapter (which Jon Holt will present at the start of the 

strategy day) does qualify – and I recommend we go forward on that basis.   

I have attended the monthly EMEA sector meetings.  

2. Upcoming Events/Activities 
IS16 – clearly this is not a UK chapter event, but it does have tremendous impact on the chapter as it 

is being held in the UK.  Apart from the usual conference activities there are some specific activities 

of relevance to UK chapter specifically 

1) We will be strongly promoting “Think Engineer” – including Jon Holt reading the book at one 

of the plenary sessions.  We hope to have copies for sale at the venue, and when they are 

exhausted the ability to promote / enable direct orders off the website 

2) If there are new (UK) members who have joined INCOSE for the conference to get involved 

in the chapter activities after the conference. 
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3) We need to make it clear that the next major INCOSE event is the ASEC conference in 

November-  the conference of the largest chapter in INCOSE 

4) Prior to IS there is the strategy workshop.  There are parallel streams with half day sessions 

on Marketing and Communications or Outreach (effective alliances that further our strategic 

objectives), and Chapter Governance and financial model or Strategy (making INCOSE truly 

global)   

At some recent IS conferences I have not been totally sure who the home chapter is.  I intend there 

to be no doubt at IS16 in Edinburgh! 

Beyond that, through the summer, my focus will be on the “making routine routine” (building on Jon 

Holt’s Enterprise Architecture).  We must make it so that it is clear who has accountability for what, 

and that routine activities happen cleanly and efficiently.  Then our time as a council (both face-to-

face and in virtual contact) can be focused on the more difficult and strategic activities.  I worry that 

this is not the case at the moment.  We seem to both consult everyone on most trivial matters, but 

not always consult the right chapter officer on areas that are their prerogative / control.  In order to 

work effectively we must get INCOSE UK better able to make best use of its predominantly volunteer 

resources  

3. Progress against Operations Plan 
2016 Operation Plan is issued.  Progress against it is reasonable, but must now focus hard on 

delivering the items identified – especially the routine / regular items.   

4. Items for UK Council Attention –  
The most pressing is continued engagement with the INCOSE chapter model.  There is a 

questionnaire to be completed by mid June (I propose we discuss in margins after council meeting / 

before strategy session).  Ivan Mactaggart is representing UK in a working group looking at the 

chapter model.  There will be a half day workshop on this immediately prior to IS in Edinburgh. 

Despite the imminence of IS, we must focus on promoting attendance at ASEC 16.  This event is vital 

to our momentum, and we need to good turnout to improve our finances.  We all need to support 

Ian Gibson and Jo Holt in preparations for this.  As discussed above, we intend to fully promote the 

UK chapter at the IS in Edinburgh – this will include (for European members) promoting ASEC.  We 

also need to focus on those UK members who are not going to IS. 

Richard Beasley 

INCOSE UK President 

1st June 2016 


